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The Obrador d’estiu is one of the most important events in the Sala Beckett’s artistic and 
training season. 

The new Beckett was born as a major permanent art Workshop, combining creation, 
training, experimentation, exchange, debate and thought with the aim of offering quality 
contemporary playwriting to meet the concerns of our time and address key aspects of the 
human condition. 

For 2018 the Obrador d’estiu has grown and expanded its activities and focus of interest. It 
will take place during three weeks in July - from 8 to 28 - closely connected with the artistic 
initiatives and programme of the GREC, Festival d’Estiu de Barcelona.

Three intensive weeks of courses, workshops, readings, shows, meetings and debates of 
international scope on a wide range of issues and aspects of playwriting and contemporary 
society.
 
Fear, one of the topics we will explore extensively in the coming season at the Sala Beckett, 
is also the source of inspiration and debate for a new international meeting of emerging 
playwrights from around the world led by the British playwright Simon Stephens (who 
has participated in the Obrador d’estiu for the last 10 years!). It will include dramatised 
readings, talks on playwriting and debates on creation and contemporary society. Under the 
generic title What Are You So Scared Of? and the collaboration of a group of actresses 
and actors directed by Pau Carrió, we will listen to brief texts on this theme written for the 
occasion.

As always, major playwrights, teachers and creators of international prestige will participate 
in courses and workshops at different levels (beginners, advanced, specialised) and in diverse 
disciplines (playwriting, performance, etc.).
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Fabulamundi, the network of associations and theatres on European contemporary 
playwriting, will take part in the Obrador d’estiu by bringing together creators and managers. 
It is in this context that it will be possible to see the semi-staged shows Punys, by the 
French-born Pauline Peyrade, directed by Ferran Utzet, and Temps de sega, by 
the Pole Anna Wakulik, directed by Thomas Sauerteig, and to attend the MobPro 
Programme for the international mobility of playwrights.

The community arts phenomenon, as one of the clearest examples of the link between art 
and participation and social commitment, will also be present at the Obrador d’estiu with 
the ICAF Festival summer school, being held for the first time outside Rotterdam.

Finally, as usual in recent years, the Obrador d’estiu’s Speaker’s Corner is an open mike 
for the reading of brief plays and material that any of the participants can share with the 
public.

Therefore, in July Barcelona and the Sala Beckett’s Obrador d’estiu will become one of the 
international focus points for social promotion, reflection, training and experimentation 
related to contemporary playwriting.

We hope you enjoy it and that it generates ideas and projects.

Enjoy the summer!

Toni Casares
Director of Sala Beckett/
Obrador Internacional de Dramatúrgia
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Sunday 8th July 

11:00am - 2:00pm Course: S. Stephens
2:00pm Lunch 
3:30pm - 5:30pm Course: S. Stephens
6:30pm Una gossa en un descampat, by Clàudia Cedó - Sala de baix

Monday 9th July

09:45am Welcome
10:00am - 1:00pm Course: V. Szpunberg
10:00am - 2:00pm Courses: S. Blanco and R. Gray
11:00am - 2:00pm Course: S. Stephens
2:00pm Lunch
2:00pm - 4:30pm Course: V. Szpunberg
3:30pm - 5:30pm Courses: S. Blanco, R. Gray and S. Stephens
6:00pm Staged readings What are you so scared of? - Sala d’assaig
8:00pm Semi-staged show Punys, by Pauline Peyrade with a post-function colloquium - Sala de dalt

Tuesday 10th July

09:30am - 1:00pm Course: V. Szpunberg
10:00am - 2:00pm Courses: S. Blanco and R. Gray
11:00am - 1:00pm Fears. Writing workshop by Pauline Peyrade
11:00am - 2:00pm Course: S. Stephens
2:00pm Lunch 
2:00pm - 4:30pm Course: V. Szpunberg
3:30pm - 5:30pm Courses: S. Blanco, R. Gray and S. Stephens
6:00pm Staged readings What are you so scared of? - Sala d’assaig
8:00pm Semi-staged show Punys, by Pauline Peyrade - Sala de dalt
8:30pm Una gossa en un descampat, by Clàudia Cedó - Sala de baix

Wednesday 11th July

09:30am - 1:00pm Course: V. Szpunberg 
10:00am - 2:00pm Courses: S. Blanco and R. Gray
11:00am - 2:00pm Course: S. Stephens
2:00pm Lunch 
2:00pm - 4:30pm Course: V. Szpunberg
3:30pm - 5:30pm Courses: S. Blanco, R. Gray and S. Stephens
6:00pm Staged readings What are you so scared of? - Sala d’assaig
8:30pm Una gossa en un descampat, by Clàudia Cedó - Sala de baix

Agenda
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Thursday 12th July

09:30am - 1:00pm Course: V. Szpunberg 
10:00am - 2:00pm Courses: S. Blanco and R. Gray
11:00am - 2:00pm Course: S. Stephens
2:00pm Lunch 
2:00pm - 4:30pm Course: V. Szpunberg
3:30pm - 5:30pm Courses: S. Blanco, R. Gray and S. Stephens
6:00pm Staged readings What are you so scared of? - Sala d’assaig
8:30pm Una gossa en un descampat, by Clàudia Cedó - Sala de baix

Friday 13th July

09:30am - 1:00pm Course: V. Szpunberg 
10:00am - 2:00pm Courses: S. Blanco and R. Gray
11:00am - 2:00pm Course: S. Stephens
2:00pm Lunch 
2:00pm - 4:30pm Course: V. Szpunberg
3:30pm - 5:30pm Courses: S. Blanco, R. Gray and S. Stephens
6:00pm Speakers’ corner - El Menjador de la Beckett
8:30pm Una gossa en un descampat, by Clàudia Cedó - Sala de baix

Saturday 14th July

09:30am - 2:00pm Course: V. Szpunberg 
10:00am - 2:00pm Courses: S. Blanco and R. Gray
11:00am - 2:00pm Course: S. Stephens
2:00pm Lunch
8:30pm Una gossa en un descampat, by Clàudia Cedó - Sala de baix
9:30pm Obrador d’estiu party - Sala Razzmatazz
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Monday 16th July

09:45am Welcome
10:00am - 2:00pm Courses: P. Miró, F. Sonntag and P. Messiez
10:00am - 3:00pm Course: L. Homar and O. Valsecchi
2:00pm Lunch
3:30pm - 5:30pm Courses: P. Miró, F. Sonntag and P. Messiez

Tuesday 17th July

10:00am - 2:00pm Courses: P. Miró, F. Sonntag and P. Messiez
10:00am - 3:00pm Course: L. Homar and O. Valsecchi
2:00pm Lunch
3:30pm - 5:30pm Courses: P. Miró, F. Sonntag and P. Messiez
8:30pm Una gossa en un descampat, by Clàudia Cedó - Sala de baix

Wednesday 18th July

09:30am - 1:00pm MobPro
10:00am - 2:00pm Courses: P. Miró, F. Sonntag and P. Messiez
10:00am - 3:00pm Course: L. Homar and O. Valsecchi
2:00pm Lunch
2:30pm - 5:30pm MobPro
3:30pm - 5:30pm Courses: P. Miró, F. Sonntag and P. Messiez
6:00pm Speakers’ corner - El Menjador de la Beckett
8:30pm Una gossa en un descampat, by Clàudia Cedó - Sala de baix

Thursday 19th July

09:30am - 2:00pm MobPro
10:00am - 2:00pm Courses: P. Miró, P. Messiez and A. Wakulik
10:00am - 3:00pm Course: L. Homar and O. Valsecchi
2:00pm Lunch
3:30pm - 5:00pm MobPro
3:30pm - 5:30pm Courses: P. Miró, P. Messiez and A. Wakulik
7:00pm Semi-staged show Temps de sega, by Anna Wakulik with a post-function colloquium - Sala de dalt
8:30pm Una gossa en un descampat, by Clàudia Cedó - Sala de baix

Agenda
Week 2
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Friday 20th July

09:00am - 1:30pm MobPro
10:00am - 2:00pm Courses: P. Miró, P. Messiez and A. Wakulik
10:00am - 3:00pm Course: L. Homar and O. Valsecchi
2:00pm Lunch
2:30pm - 4:00pm MobPro
3:30pm - 5:30pm Courses: P. Miró, P. Messiez and A. Wakulik
7:00pm Semi-staged show Temps de sega, by Anna Wakulik - Sala de dalt
8:30pm Una gossa en un descampat, by Clàudia Cedó - Sala de baix

Saturday 21st July

10:00am - 2:00pm Courses: P. Miró, P. Messiez and A. Wakulik
2:00pm Lunch
3:30pm - 5:30pm Curs A. Wakulik
8:30pm Una gossa en un descampat, by Clàudia Cedó - Sala de baix

ICAF, see the specific schedule in the Festival materials
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Playwriting courses
What are the real rules? 
(From the dramatic form to the open form) 
Course for beginners in playwriting with Victoria Szpunberg

A tour through the basic concepts of dramatic writing accompanied by practical writing exercises, with special 
emphasis on the dialogue between the rules proposed by dramatic convention and the personal perspective of 
each participant.
Theatre as a space for developing the imagination and the limits of language and of performance.

Victoria Szpunberg
Playwright and drama teacher at the Institut del Teatre and at the Escola Superior de Coreografia de 
Barcelona. In the year 2000, she was invited to take up an International Residency at the Royal Court Theatre 
with her first play. Since then, her works have premiered at different national and international festivals 
and theatres. Besides her career as an author, she has collaborated with different choreographers, signed 
dramatic productions and theatre adaptations, worked as a director and written plays for the radio and sound 
installations. She has also participated in Theatre and Education projects and is a collaborator of the Patothom 
school for social theatre. Highlights among her works include Entre aquí y allá (Lo que dura un paseo), 
L’aparador (Teatre Nacional de Catalunya, 2003), Esthetic Paradise (Sala Beckett – Festival Grec, 2004), 
La màquina de parlar (a production that she also directed at the Sala Beckett, 2007, and at the Sala PIM in 
Milan, 2008), El meu avi no va anar a Cuba (Festival Grec – Sala Beckett, 2008), La marca preferida de las 
hermanas Clausman (Teatre Tantarantana, 2010) and Boys don’t Cry (Teatre Tantaranta, 2012), L’Onzena 
Plaga (Teatre Lliure 2015)

Victoria Szpunberg will be the Sala Beckett’s resident playwright in the 2018-2019 season.
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Autofiction: telling oneself onstage
Advanced playwriting workshop with Sergio Blanco

Sergio Blanco, one of Uruguay’s most interesting and international playwrights today, the author of Tebas 
Land and La ira de Narciso, which could be seen at the Temporada Alta festival, is coming to Barcelona to 
teach a playwriting course.
The focus of study for this seminar is the subject of stage autofiction and its various forms of execution, which 
range from auto-representation to auto-biography and include auto-figuration, auto-narration, auto-reference, 
auto-incarnation and auto-narration.
Based on the study of some key texts that are founders of the self-writing genre through the use of a self that 
self-confesses to a potential reader, the seminar will try to investigate the poetic possibilities that are activated 
when a self decides to put itself forward, making its lived experience its principal vehicle for intervention and 
creation when proposing different forms of naming oneself and representing oneself.
The question that this seminar would ask itself would be: is it possible to auto-represent oneself on the stage? 
Or to be more risky in the question that will guide our entire inquiry: is it possible to speak as oneself on stage 
when our theatrical pact forces us anthropologically – in other words ethically and aesthetically – not to be 
ourselves?
And although it is evident that this second question will call on the famous Isabelline formula of “to be or not 
to be” – a formula that we usually quote when we tackle the subject of identity in the theatre – our research 
project will propose as an alternative to the famous Shakespearian doubt another possibility that will venture 
to affirm that perhaps it is also possible to be and not to be at the same time. That will be our question…

Sergio Blanco
Franco-Uruguayan playwright and theatre director Sergio Blanco lived his childhood and adolescence in 
Montevideo and today lives in Paris. After studying classical philology he has decided to devote himself entirely 
to writing and theatre directing. His plays have been distinguished on reiterated occasions with various first 
prizes, among them the National Playwriting Prize of Uruguay, the Playwriting Prize of the Mayoralty of 
Montevideo, the Fondo Nacional de Teatro Prize, the Florencio Prize for the Best Playwright, the International 
Casa de las Américas Prize and the Theatre Awards Prize for the Best Text in Greece. In 2017, his play Tebas 
Land received the prestigious British Off West End Theatre Award in London. His work entered the repertoire 
of the Comedia Nacional of Uruguay in 2003 and 2007 with his plays .45’ and Kiev. Among his best-known 
titles, highlights include Slaughter; .45’; Kiev; Opus Sextum; diptiko (vol. 1 y 2); Barbarie; Kassandra; El salto 
de Darwin; Tebas Land; Ostia; La ira de Narciso; El bramido de Düsseldorf; Cuando pases sobre mi tumba 
and Cartografía de una desaparición. Several of his plays have premiered in his own country and abroad and 
the majority of them have been translated into different languages and published in different countries.



Advanced playwriting course with Pau Miró

Pau Miró, one of the best-consolidated Catalan playwrights, author of Un tret al cap, Victòria and Plou a 
Barcelona, is returning once more to the Beckett to teach an advanced course in playwriting, revolving around 
character construction.
Taking into account that, to construct a character, first of all we have to deconstruct it. As though in a scientific 
laboratory: observing its parts separately in order to get closer to the whole.
Based on the writing of dialogues, monologues and stage directions we will create various behaviours of a 
single individual depending on the sphere in which he or she is acting: private, public, family, underground, 
intimate, etc.
The challenge: to transmit our contradictions to the character, contradictions of any type: ideological, moral, 
ethical, etc.
The idea will be, ultimately, to reflect on the fertility of contradiction in playwriting as an indispensable pillar 
for creating a framework of internal coherence.
Note: apart from the generic timetable marked, it will be proposed to the participants to take part (optionally) 
in an extra session with a special timetable that will be decided once the workshop has begun.

Pau Miró
Actor, playwright and director. He holds a degree in Acting from the Institut del Teatre de Barcelona (1998). 
He trained as a playwright at different seminars taught by Carles Batlle, Sergi Belbel, Xavier Albertí, José 
Sanchis Sinisterra and Javier Daulte, among others. In the field of playwriting and directing, his latest works 
are Cyrano, an adaptation of Cyrano de Bergerac by Edmond Rostand (Festival Temporada Alta, 2017), Un 
tret al cap (Sala Beckett, 2017), Filla del seu pare (Teatre Lliure, 2017), Victòria (TNC, 2016), a dramatic 
adaptation for Lluís Homar in Terra Baixa (Festival Temporada Alta, 2014) and Dones com jo (Teatre Romea, 
2014). He is also the author of Adiós a la infancia (a dramatic adaptation based on the main novels of Juan 
Marsé with directing by Oriol Broggi. Teatre Lliure, 2013) and Els Jugadors, which he also directed (Festival 
Temporada Alta, 2011, and Teatre Lliure, 2012). This text won the Butaca Prize for the best text of 2012 and 
was translated into Italian, English, Greek and Spanish. In addition, in Italy it was premiered to great success 
among both critics and audiences at the Teatro Piccolo in Milan in 2013 and he took the prestigious Ubú 
Prize for the best foreign text. During the 2008-2009 season he premiered La trilogia animal, of which he is 
author and director and for which he received the Theatre Critics of Barcelona Prize for the best text. In 2004 
he premiered Plou a Barcelona at the Sala Beckett, under the direction of Toni Casares, a play that has been 
premiered around the world (Italy, Portugal, England, Canada, etc.).

Secret Life of a Character
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The Fragmented Portrait
Advanced Playwriting Seminar with Frédéric Sonntag
Assistant and translator: Helena Tornero

The author of George Kaplan, which was a complete sell-out a few seasons back, is returning to the Sala 
Beckett to offer a course on character creation.
How does one create a portrait of an individual, of a character, from a polyphony? How does one create a 
fragmentary or staggered dramaturgy, which is more suitable than a linear one for reconstituting the plurality 
of facets of an identity or recomposing the multiplicity of an individual?
Working the start of the writing of a work based on the portrayal of a character who is real or imaginary, historical 
or nondescript, known or unknown, the workshop will approach the writing method and dramaturgical 
search as if it were a research project. What is the best way of researching? How do we accumulate and compile 
materials? In summary, how do we structure a play?
Participants will be invited to work on a dramaturgical project based around a character and to follow a 
practical and theoretical writing process.

Frédéric Sonntag
Frédéric Sonntag is an author and director. In 2001, upon emerging from the Conservatoire National Supérieur 
d’Art Dramatique in Paris he founded the company AsaNIsiMAsa and worked on the creation of his own 
texts: Disparu(e)(s), Intrusion, Des heures entières avant l’exil, Nous étions jeunes alors, Toby ou le saut du 
chien, Incantations, Dans la zone intérieure, Sous contrôle, The Shaggs, George Kaplan, Benjamin Walter 
and B. Traven. His plays have been published in the Tapuscrit collection of the Théâtre Ouvert, by Avant-
Scène Théâtre and by Éditions Théâtrales. He was awarded a grant by the Centre National du Livre, an award 
from the Beaumarchais foundation and on several occasions he has been awarded a creation grant by the 
Centre National du Théâtre. Since 2009, he has participated in various international events: the Obrador 
d’estiu at the Sala Beckett (Barcelona), the 10th European Contemporary Dramaturgy Festival (Santiago de 
Chile), Dramaturgias Cruzadas (Buenos Aires), Corps de Texte Europe (Bulgaria and Belgium), Encontros de 
Novas Dramaturgias Contemporaneas (Lisbon), Festival Primeurs (Saarbrücken), Festival For Ny Europaeisk 
Dramatik (Copenhagen) and Escriure i dirigir (Finland). Between 2009-2010 he was resident author at the 
Panta-Théâtre in Caen, for which he wrote Soudaine timidité des crépuscules (taken to the stage in 2011). In 
February 2011, in Sophia, his play Sous contrôle was performed and in March 2011, Intrusión in Santiago de 
Chile. His works have been translated into German, Spanish (Chile, Argentina), Bulgarian, Catalan, Portuguese, 
Czech, Finnish and Danish
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Advanced Playwriting Seminar with Anna Wakulik
Assistant and translator: Paula Blanco

Ain’t it funny?

Anna Wakulik, one of the most interesting Polish playwrights of the moment, is coming to Barcelona to teach a 
course and present a play of hers that premiered to great success at the Royal Court Theatre in London.
“It’s not that I’m afraid to die, I just don’t want to be there when it happens” wrote Woody Allen (whom we may 
hate for #metoo, but we can’t stop loving his great punchlines!).
I’m interested in humour in theatre writing. What are the tools we need to pierce the balloon of seriousness and 
involve the audience in the story we are telling?
How to play with humour – whether you write a comedy, a farce, or something serious, which in my opinion 
shouldn’t be 100% serious to avoid losing the dramatic power. Can we stand a fully serious theatre piece? What 
makes us laugh in different cultures? What types of humour can we find and describe? Are the same things 
funny for British and Romanian audiences? For sure they are not, but perhaps there are some universal rules? 
How culture is reflected in the sense of humour and – thinking of writing craft – can we detect where in the 
language, where in situations created by the writer, where in characters we can find something that brings a 
smile to our faces and perhaps paradoxically makes the whole story more serious and moving?
And how can we deal with it in the translation – is it possible to translate a sense of humour from language to 
language and from culture to culture? Who laughs more on Hanoch Levin? Who prefers Roberto Cossa? Who’s 
a fan of Woody Allen?
I would like to examine the differences between the grotesque, black humour, farce, nonsense – all possible 
versions of comedy, but also find the funny moments in plays which are more about serious topics. I’m 
interested in what makes you laugh and how you see this subject.
We will analyse excerpts of plays, write and talk about humour. So please, come along prepared to laugh!
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Anna Wakulik
Anna Wakulik was born in Gdańsk, Poland, and studied at the Playwriting School (Szkoła Dramatu) of Teatr 
na Woli in Warsaw and at the Institute of Polish Culture at the University of Warsaw. She is an associate 
playwright at the Teatr Dramatyczny, Warsaw. From 2012 to 2014 she was the Literary Manager at Teatr im. 
L. Solskiego, Tarnów. She was also Press Secretary at Teatr Atelier im. A. Osieckiej, Sopot, from 2006 to 2009.
She is the author of the play Zażynki (A Time to Reap) (Teatr Polski, Poznań; The Royal Court Theatre, London; 
the play was nominated for a London Evening Standard Theatre Award in 2013, received the Journalists’ Prize 
in the Teatr Polski Poznań’s playwriting contest Metafory Rzeczywistości and was shortlisted for the All Poland 
Staged Contemporary Play Contest [Ogólnopolski Konkurs na Wystawienie Polskiej Sztuki Współczesnej]) and 
Bohaterowie (Heroes) (Teatr im. L. Solskiego, Tarnów).
She has been a runner-up for the Gdynia Dramaturgy Award (Gdyńska Nagroda Dramaturgiczna) multiple 
times: in 2010 for her play Krzywy domek (Crooked House) (in collaboration with the Teatroteka series, 
2016; Polish Radio Theatre, 2016); in 2014 for Wasza wysokość (Your Highness) (which premiered at Teatr 
WARSawy; in collaboration with the Teatroteka series, 2015; Polish Radio Theatre, 2017); in 2015 for Dziki 
Zachód (The Sentence), and in 2016 for Błąd wewnętrzny (Internal Error). 
In 2012 she participated as an emerging author in the international seminar coordinated by Simon Stephens.



Acting workshop with Ramin Gray
Assistant and translator: Maria Bosom

The director that dazzled the Teatre Lliure last October with Living with the Lights On returns to Barcelona to 
teach a workshop for professional performers.
Theatre texts are instructions, a series of lines, designed to activate the spectator. Using mainly modern but 
also some classical texts, this workshop will look at techniques to maximise the power of the line. With a strong 
focus on dramatic action, participants will work on a selection of scenes, starting with the line and building up 
from this firm foundation to make fresh, vigorous, physical work.
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The Anglo-Saxon Approach: Action and Acting ‘On 
the Line’

Ramin Gray
Ramin Gray is a British theatre director who was born in London and grew up in Oxford, Tehran, New York 
and Paris before graduating from Christ Church, Oxford, in 1987. He speaks French, Persian, Arabic, German 
and Italian and has travelled extensively, especially in the Middle East.
He has directed many new plays, working with major contemporary playwrights. From 2000-09 Ramin was 
at the Royal Court, first as International Associate, and then as Associate Director. There he directed over 
fifteen world or British premieres. These included: Push Up by Roland Schimmelpfennig, Terrorism by the 
Presnyakov Brothers, Ladybird by VassilySigarev, Way to Heaven by Juan Mayorga, Woman and Scarecrow 
by Marina Carr, Simon Stephens’s Motortown (also Wiener Festwochen, Falter critics’ prize), Martin Crimp’s 
Advice to Iraqi Women, two plays by Marius von Mayenburg, The Ugly One and The Stone, and Over There by 
Mark Ravenhill (also Schaubuehne, Berlin).
Internationally, Ramin has directed two plays by Simon Stephens, the German language premiere of Harper 
Reagan at the Salzburg Festival and On The Shore of the Wild World at Volkstheater Wien (Karl-Skraup 
Prize). His 2010 Viennese production of Dennis Kelly’s Orphans was nominated for the Nestroy Prize. His 
Russian production of The Ugly One won Best Director at the Textura Festival, Perm in 2010.
He is currently Artistic Director of the Actors Touring Company, seen at the Grec Festival with The Brothers 
Size (2008) and recently with Living With the Lights On at the Lliure (2017). He has directed all of ATC’s 
productions since 2011. They include The Golden Dragonand Winter Solstice by Roland Schimmelpfennig, 
the first major revival of Crave by Sarah Kane, Illusions by Ivan Viripaev, David Greig’s The Events (voted by 
critics in The Guardian as the ‘Best Play of 2013) and Martyr by Marius von Mayenburg, among many others.

Acting workshops



Performing arts research workshop aimed at actors and actresses, dancers, directors and 
playwrights with Pablo Messiez

The director that this season moved the Teatre Lliure audience with El temps que estiguem junts is coming to 
the Beckett to teach a performing arts research workshop.
What do we do when we produce theatre? What are we engaging ourselves in? What training would be pertinent 
for stage work? What are our materials?
The aim of this workshop will be to focus each day on a different question related to the performing arts 
field (time, space, presence, senses, the word) and gradually discover the possible repercussions depending on 
whether our attention remains focused on one material or another.
Thinking of the performance as a putting into context rather than an exhibition of skills, we will deal with 
seeing how the body and the word are affected by the movement of our attention from one material to another. 
Trying to suspend judgement, with a curiosity that does not aim to understand, but to discover something that 
it does not know, we will let ourselves be carried away by the pure desire to know once more what being on the 
stage means.

The Materials
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Pablo Messiez
In 2007 he made his debut as playwright and director with Antes, a very free version of Frankie i el casament 
(The Member of the Wedding) by American playwright Carson McCullers. At that time, however, Messiez had 
already been treading the boards for over 10 years. 
In 2005, he took part in Un hombre que se ahoga, a version by Daniel Veronese of Anton Chekhov’s The 
Three Sisters, a show that two years later could be seen at the Teatre Lliure. With Daniel Veronese he also 
worked on La forma que se despliega and La noche canta sus canciones by Jon Fosse, a work for which he was 
nominated for the Clarín Prize. In 2010 he premiered Muda at the Sala Pradillo in Madrid and Ahora at the 
Teatro Fernán Gómez. One year later it was the turn of Los ojos. In 2012, within the context of the Festival de 
Otoño a Primavera, he premiered Las criadas, an adaptation of the classic by Jean Genet. He also directed Las 
plantas for the first edition of the Fringe Madrid and formed part of the cast of Hamlet directed by Will Keen.
In 2013, he premiered, at the Festival de Otoño en primavera, Las palabras and in 2014, Los brillantes 
empeños, a production for the Festival Internacional de Teatro Clásico in Almagro. In 2015, he received the 
commission from the Centro Dramático Nacional to direct La piedra oscura by Alberto Conejero, a production 
that could be seen in Barcelona and for which he received the Max Prize for the best directing and the best 
production. That same year he premiered Los bichos at the Festival Teatro Bombón in Buenos Aires. In 2016, 
he premiered La distancia, a stage version of the novel Distancia de Rescate by Samanta Schweblin, and two of 
his own works: Ningún aire de ningún sitio, premiered at the Centro Dramático Nacional, and Todo el tiempo 
del mundo, premiered at the Teatro Palacio Valdés in Avilés and the Naves del Español at the Matadero de 
Madrid. Also that year he published Las palabras de las obras, a compilation of some of his texts, edited by 
Continta Me Tienes. In 2017 at the Teatro de la Abadía he premiered the Santiago Loza text He nacido para 
verte sonreír (nominated for this work for the Valle Inclán prizes) and Bodas de sangre by Federico García 
Lorca at the Sala María Guerrero of the Centro Dramático Nacional. In 2018 he wrote and directed for the 
Kompanyia Lliure El temps que estiguem junts, premiered at the Espai Lliure. 
He has published Asymmetrical-Motion; Notas sobre pedagogía y movimiento – co-written with Lucas 
Condró – and Las palabras de las obras, a compilation of part of his own texts.



Acting workshop with Lluís Homar and Oscar Valsecchi

One of the most important actors on the Catalan stage is coming to the Sala Beckett to teach an acting course.
In this workshop we will create a workspace, a meeting place, where the genuine person that we are can be the 
true support of the actress or actor that we intend to be. Why do actors always dwell on what we do not have 
and characters do? Is it possible to create or play a character that has nothing to do with who we are or with 
who we believe we are? What do we do about those aspects that do not resonate with us? Is it possible to imbue 
them with truth without us being present? Is it possible to lie? Does playing permit false realities to be created?  
Maybe. Maybe not. In any event, at this workshop we will not be discovering the answers to all these questions, 
but, over the course of five days, we will share a space that acts like a net for us, safe and comfortable, so that 
we can live an experience together in which we will all be highly involved because we can look deep down inside 
ourselves in a sensitive, fascinating and delicate way. Let’s see what we find there! But the only thing we won’t 
be doing will be theorizing. We will play, we will mobilise our bodies, but above all we will try to mobilise what 
is at the heart of each of us, what is genuine but that, all too often, we cannot find the path to allow or ensure 
that it reveals itself.

Am I alone enough to bring the character to life?

Lluís Homar
Lluís Homar is one of the most important Catalan actors working today. He was one of the founders of the 
Teatre Lliure in 1976 and was its director from 1992 to 1998. His extensive theatrical curriculum features some 
of the most emblematic characters from Catalan and universal theatre, such as the main characters of Cyrano 
by Edmond Rostand (2017), Ricard III by Shakespeare (2017), Hamlet by Shakespeare (1999) and Manelic from 
Terra Baixa by Àngel Guimerà (1990 and 2014). Other recent productions in which he has taken part include 
Les bruixes de Salem by Arthur Miller (2016), El professor Bernhardi by Arthur Schnitzler (2016), L’art de la 
comèdia by Eduardo De Filippo (2015), Terra de ningú by Harold Pinter (2014), L’home de teatre by Thomas 
Bernhard (2005), Lear by Edward Bond (2003) and Coriolà by Shakespeare (2002). In cinema, films in which 
he has taken part include The Pelayos by Eduard Cortès (2012), EVA by Kike Maíllo (2011), Los abrazos rotos by 
Pedro Almodóvar (2009) and La mala educación by Pedro Almodóvar (2004).

Oscar Valsecchi
A specialist in physical theatre, with many years of experience as an actor and an acting teacher and coach. 
He studied at Marcel Marceau’s Ecole Internationale de Mimodrame in Paris and holds a diploma from the 
International School of Corporeal Mime in London, where he also took the Postgraduate Programme in 
“Theatre Teaching and Directing”. Between 1999 and 2006 he taught at the same school. He was a member 
of the Théàtre de l’Ange Fou Company in London, directed by Steven Wasson and Corinne Soum, where he 
worked as an actor and scenographer for 10 years. He has worked with people from different disciplines, 
such as theatre, dance, circus and music. He has taught classes and workshops at schools and organisations 
worldwide. In 2008, he moved to Barcelona and since then has worked at the performing arts centre Moveo. 
In June 2011 he was the coach of Lluís Homar in the film EVA by Kike Maíllo. Since then he has collaborated 
on the latest shows featuring the Catalan actor, such as Cyrano, Ricard III, Les noces de Fígaro, L’art de la 
comèdia, Terra baixa, Adreça desconeguda and Luces de Bohemia. He is co-founder of the ToTum Teatre. He 
is currently a member of the Capicua circus company and has directed the shows Entredos and Koselig, also 
acting in the latter.
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Seminar
What Are You So Scared Of?
Advanced seminar on playwriting with Simon Stephens

We live in perhaps the safest time that any human being has ever lived in. We live in a time where death 
by warfare, for most people, in nearly every part of the world, is unlikely. We live in a time when death by 
violence of any form is similarly unusual. We live in a time where death by famine has been so eradicated 
as to make it newsworthy. We live at a time when infant mortality rates have dwindled to unprecedentedly 
low levels. We live at a time when more diseases have been eradicated than ever before. Medicine is more 
advanced than ever before. Pain control is more widespread. Two hundred years ago the average life 
expectancy in my hometown of Stockport in the north of England was 30 years old. Now it is closer to eighty. 
No country in the world has a lower life expectancy than the country with the highest life expectancy in 1800.

My online dictionary defines fear as an “unpleasant emotion caused by the threat of something dangerous, 
painful or harmful.”  We are living in the least dangerous moment in man history. Pain is a less probable an 
experience and harm less likely than ever before.

So why are we so afraid?

The dislocating presence of technology; the actuality of a narcissistic psychopath in the White House; the 
increasing success of the nuclear tests in North Korea; mice; the rapid expansion of the soft power of Vladimir 
Putin; dogs, all dogs; the impossibility of ever owning a home; a sense of the injustice of the distribution of 
global wealth; the levels of plastic in the middle of our ocean; ecological instability of a catastrophic level; 
refugees; racists; an increasing sense of political disempowerment; the rise of the left; the rise of the right; 
the idea that our internet use is under constant surveillance; the idea that some people use the internet 
without ever being surveyed; spiders; terrorists; heights; depths; unbearable loneliness; unmanageable 
population explosion; buttons; the notion that listing things somehow now seems to compensate for a lack of 
analysis; the inexorability of death.

A heightening sense of the inevitability of unnameable threats seems to overwhelm all statistical evidence to 
the contrary, so that we appear to be living in a time not defined by its safety or painlessness or happiness, 
but by its fear.

As a playwright, I am drawn like an addict towards my own fears. My fears of a world of political catastrophe 
or my fears of the death of my children alike have inspired play after play after play. I return to those fears 
not to indulge them but to make sense of them.
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Simon Stephens
(Stockport, England, 1971)

He is one of the most awarded and premiered English playwrights this decade. To date he has written the 
following plays: Bring Me Sunshine (1997), Bluebird (1998), Herons (2001), Port (2002), One Minute (2003), 
Christmas (2004), Country Music (2004), On the Shore of the Wide World (2005), Motortown (2006), 
Pornography (2007), Harper Regan (2007), Sea Wall (2008), Canopy of Stars (2008), Punk Rock (2009), 
Marine Parade (2010), A Thousand Stars Explode in the Sky (cowritten with David Eldridge and Robert 
Halman, 2010), T5 (2010), The Trial of Ubu (2010), Wastwater (2011), Three Kingdoms (2011), A Doll’s 
House (2012), The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time (stage adaptation of Mark Haddon’s novel, 
2012) and Morning (2012). His plays have been premiered in the most important theatres in London, such as 
the Royal Court Theatre or the National Theatre, and they have been performed in Europe, the United States 
and Australia.

In 2002, he received the Pearson Award for Best Play for Port. On the Shore of the Wide World was considered 
Best Play at 2005 in the Manchester Evening News Awards and he received the Olivier Award for Best Play 
2006. In 2007, Motortown was considered Best International Play by the German journal TheaterHeute. In 
2008 Pornography was included in the Berlin TheaterTreffen festival.

He is currently Artistic Associate at the Lyric Hammersmith.

His play Londres (Paret marina/T5) has been seen at the Sala Beckett (2011) and since 2009 he has coordinated 
the international workshop of the Obrador d’estiu.
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As a teacher of playwriting I am much more likely to ask writers to write about what they are afraid of than 
I am to ask them to write about what they know. The function of the playwright, it strikes me, is to shine a 
torch relentlessly into the darkest corners of human fear and to make sense out of the shapes that we find 
there. This is our job in our culture. It is through these shapes and through this sense that we may survive the 
times of uncertainty ahead of us. Simon Stephens

The guest playwrights of this edition are Jean-Denis Beaudoin (Quebec), Clàudia Cedó (Catalonia), 
Penda Diouf (France) Marie Kajava (Finland), David Košťák (Czech Republic), Claire Lapeyre 
Mazérat (France), Ivor Martinić (Croatia), Pier Lorenzo Pisano (Italy), Charley Miles (England), 
Julio Provencio (Spain), Gabriel Sandu (Rumania), Magdalena Schrefel (Germany) and Pablo Sigal 
(Argentina).  All of them have been recommended by international theatres and centres. They will send in 
advance a short play on the subject. These plays will be translated into Catalan and presented in the form of a 
staged reading by l’Obrador d’estiu’s Resident Company. The readings will be open to spectators.



Playwright and theater director.
She studied psychology and has worked as a psychologist at a prison, at a center for people with autism and 
at a rehabilitation centre for addicts. For several years she worked as a theatre teacher with young people and 
trained as an actress and director in independent theatre companies. In 2006 she created the social theatre 
project Escenaris Especials (Theatre with actors and actresses with disabilities, mental illness, autism, cerebral 
palsy or a drug addiction). In 2015, she won the Butaca Award for Best Play with Turtles: The deceleration of 
particles. That year she also won the Catalan Dramaturgy Tournament of the Temporada Alta Festival with DNI. 
Her show, The man Without a Voice, was nominated for the Best Play in the Butaca Awards 2017.
In 2018 she has premiered the play Cinema at the Teatre Lliure, with Escenaris Especials, and Una gossa en un 
descampat at the Sala Beckett, written while she was playwright in residence at the theatre.

Clàudia Cedó (Catalonia)

Emerging playwrights taking part in the seminar
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After graduating in Acting from the Conservatoire de Musique et d’Art Dramatique du Québec in 2013, Jean-
Denis Beaudoin did not take long to start people talking. He founded the company La Bête noire which produced, 
at the Premier Acte theatre, Trick or treat by Jean Marc Dalpé (2014), as well as his first two plays: Mes enfants 
n’ont pas peur du noir (2014 and 2016) and Épicerie (2016). Mes enfants n’ont pas peur du noir was again 
shown in Montreal (at the Centre du Théâtre d’Aujourd’hui), to a spectacular reception, and in passing it took 
away various theatre prizes (including a nomination for the Best Original Text of Montreal for the 2016-2017 
season) and was published by the publishing company L’instant même. Épicerie, directed by the author, was also 
nominated for the Quebec Critics prize in the category of Best Original Text of the 2015-2016 season. The work 
will be adapted to become a novel and will be in bookshops in 2019. Dévoré(s), his third text, which has just won 
the Support for Dramaturgy grant of the city of Quebec, will also be published and reach the stage in 2019 at the 
Périscope theatre, with production by La Bête noire. 

With the support of: 

Jean-Denis Beaudoin (Quebec)

This author is part of: With the support of: 



Playwright and bookshop manager, Penda Diouf writes since the age of 19. Dust, The Great Bear, The Symbol, 
Hyenas and Tracks are some of her plays, noticed by Le Tarmac, La Huchette, A mots découverts, La Comédie 
Française or Le théâtre de la tête noire, where she obtained the jury price in 2018. Her plays handle questions 
of identity, oppression and patriarchy, but also deal with the misdeeds of colonization. Some have been 
performed abroad, such as in Switzerland, Spain, Guinea, Armenia, Togo and Benin. Penda Diouf is also a co-
founder, with Anthony Thibault, of the label Jeunes textes en liberté, an itinerant drama festival, co-organizes 
the selection panel for young audiences of Scènes appartagées and leads writing workshops, in particular for 
people who do not have French as their mother tongue.

With the support of: 

Marie Kajava is a Finnish playwright and dramaturge. She studied for her MA at the Theatre Academy of 
Finland. Kajava has written plays as well as performance scripts and several text materials for performances. 
Her last play, Famine, has been translated into English and Swedish. At the moment she is writing a play 
called Undress Me, Then, which has to do with pastoralism, climate change, blood and milk. Kajava has 
also worked as a performance and text dramaturge in different types of theatre and dance performances as 
well as documentary films. Besides the theatre work, Kajava writes articles about human rights, refugee and 
development issues for different organizations.

With the support of: 

Penda Diouf (France)
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Marie Kajava (Finland)



David Košťák (Czech Republic)

David Košťák was born in 1991 in Prague. He graduated in Theatre Theory and Criticismat DAMU (the Theatre 
Academy) in Prague. He started to write his own plays during his studies but he made his debut in 2013 
with his short play Fresh Love. His plays mostly touch interpersonal relationships, the fate of individuals 
in today’s society, criticism of consumerism and other current phenomena. Moreover, he often refers to 
childhood memories and the inner world of people. His plays are characterized by a poetic language, with 
a slight touch of playfulness and humour, but also pathos and tenderness. That can be especially said about 
his “space trilogy”, which contains: Taxistyx (Theatre LETÍ), about a mother who runs away from her family 
responsibility through taxis, in which time passes slower; Over the Spilled Milky Way (Czech Radio, Theatre 
Karlovy Vary), and his adaptation of the story of the famous dog My name is Lajka, designed to educate the 
younger audience about the manipulation used by totalitarian regimes.

Author, director and actress.
The daughter of a camera-operator father and a mother who is an author, from a very young age she has been 
directing videos, writing plays for theatre and creating hybrid works in tandem with her brother, a fan of 
costumes, stage sets, props and installations of all kinds. Following her baccalaureate in theatre, she trained in 
acting at the school of the Théâtre National de Chaillot, the Conservatory of the 10th district in Paris, the Studio 
Théâtre d’Asnières and the Académie Théâtrale de l’Union in Limoges, among others. Since 2006 she has been 
co-directing COLLECTIF JAKART, linked to the DRAC Grande Aquitaine and in residence at the Departament 
93 (Seine-Saint-Denis). She combines playing, staging and writing and works with contemporary and classic 
writing, co-writing and stage writing (écriture de plateau). She writes and directs short films and videos for 
the theatre and the Internet. Periodically she accepts stage adaptation commissions for theatre or dance. To 
reaffirm her growing interest in a culture on the “margin” and consolidate her aesthetic research, in 2018 
she created her own structure: QG. An actress, author, inventor, builder and director (of actors), her activity 
encompasses theatre, performances, experimental opera, film and... other things not yet invented.

With the support of: 

Claire Lapeyre Mazérat (France)
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This author is part of: With the support of: 
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Award-winning Croatian playwright Ivor Martinic completed an MA in Dramaturgy at the Academy of 
Dramatic Art in Zagreb. His play The title of the drama about Ante is Written here has been produced in 
Belgium, Croatia, England and Serbia. His Play about Mirjana and those around her has been produced in 
Argentina, Croatia, Slovenia and Serbia.
His last play, My son just walks a bit slower, was produced by Zagreb Youth Theatre. This production won 
over 20 awards, including the Golden Laurel Award for Best play at the MESS Festival in Sarajevo and the 
Croatian Association of Dramatic Artists Award for Best Play. It has also been produced in Argentina, Mexico, 
Paraguay, Serbia, Uruguay and Venezuela with great success. 
In 2016, he was part of the Pen World Voices International Play Festival at the Martin E. Segal Theatre Center 
in New York as one of the eight most respected playwrights in the world.
His work has been translated into 20 languages and some of the translations have been published.

Ivor Martinić (Croatia)

Pier Lorenzo Pisano (Italy)

Pier Lorenzo Pisano was born in Naples. He graduated in Cultural Heritage in Venice and then specialised as 
an actor at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama in London. He started working as an actor and assistant 
director for film and theatre productions, and as an editor on various projects including the documentary 
Torn, which was awarded a Nastro d’Argento and premiered at the Venice Film Festival. He broadened his 
interest with writing, receiving positive responses from the major Italian playwriting and screenwriting awards 
(Tondelli Award, Hystrio Award, Solinas Award). He later combined his acting and writing experiences and 
graduated as a director at Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia (National Film School).

This author is part of: With the support of: 
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Julio Provencio is a playwright and stage director. He has written Placenta and Ifigenia (Homenaje a una 
muerte muda) and is co-author of Proyecto 43-2 (with María San Miguel) and Modërna (with Carolina África). 
He has staged several of these texts, as well as Javier Vicedo’s play Cuando caiga la nieve. He holds a degree in 
Philosophy, a Master’s Degree in Humanities and a European Master’s Degree in Performing Arts (Fundación 
La Caixa Scholarship). In addition, he has trained with Juan Mayorga, Jean-Pierre Ryngaert, Pascal Rambert, 
Enzo Cormann and Roger Bernat, and has developed his research career in Performing Arts theory through 
several conferences and specialized publications.

With the support of: 

Julio Provencio (Spain)

Charley Miles is a playwright from North Yorkshire. Her debut play, Blackthorn, was produced in 2016 and 
went on to become a finalist for the Susan Smith Blackthorn award in 2017. She was the Channel 4 Playwright 
in Residence at the West Yorkshire Playhouse in 2017, and was recently awarded the Paines Plough Fellowship 
for 2018. She has recently written plays for the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama, the Royal Court, and 
the West Yorkshire Playhouse. Her original television drama, In Memoriam, is in development with Buccaneer 
Media. 

With the support of: 

Charley Miles (England)



Magdalena Schrefel, born and raised in Vienna (Austria), lives in Berlin. She holds a BA degree in European 
Ethnology from the University of Vienna and has consecutively studied Literary Writing at the German 
Institute for Literature in Leipzig. Her plays have earned her invitations to festivals and writing grants and are 
represented by Rowohlt Theater Verlag. Her play Sprengkörperballade has premiered at the Schauspiel Köln 
in April 2017. She currently works on a short story-collection.

With the support of: 

Magdalena Schrefel (Austria)

Gabriel Sandu is a 29-year-old Romanian playwright, actor and journalist. His first play on stage, My father, 
the priest, which talks about sexual minorities in the Orthodox Church, premiered at the National Theater of 
Târgu Mureș in 2017 and was also staged at Apollo111 Theater in Bucharest in 2018. In April 2018, his play 
Poor Julia was nominated for the best play at the Gala Star Contest, a national competition for playwrights. In 
2008 and in 2009, Gabriel won the DramAcum competition and FestCo contest with Bambies.
As a professional actor, Gabriel starred in Europes, directed by Armel Roussel at the National Theatre of 
Brussels, Belgium; West Side Story, directed by Răzvan Mazilu at the Odeon Theatre, Bucharest, and in more 
than 30 movies and performances in Romania and Europe. As a journalist, Gabriel was a contributor for 
VICE, Brrlog and other national publications and won several recognitions, most recently the Digicomnet 
Professional Fellowship supported by the State Department of USA, a program offered to 15 journalists out of 
600 applicants from Central and Eastern Europe and Central Asia. 

Gabriel Sandu (Romania)
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Pablo Sigal is an actor, playwright and theatre director born in Buenos Aires in 1988. He studied acting with 
Nora Moseinco, filmmaking at the Universidad del Cine and writing with Romina Paula and Cynthia Edul. As 
an actor, he has taken part in international theatre festivals such as the Festival Internacional de Buenos Aires 
(Argentina), Festival Temporada Alta de Girona and Festival de Vitoria (Spain) and Midwinternight’s Dream 
in Tallin (Estonia). In 2015 he premiered Polite, his first play for theatre, which he also directed. It won the 
Óperas Primas contest at the Centro Cultural Ricardo Rojas of the Universidad de Buenos Aires. In 2017 he 
took part in the Bienal de Arte Joven de Buenos Aires and was awarded the best playwright prize.

With the support of: 

Pablo Sigal (Argentina)



Open Activities

Every year we invite a group of young writers from different countries to work during l’Obrador d’estiu with an 
experienced playwright. For the ninth time, this playwright is Simon Stephens, who has proposed to work on 
the subject What Are You So Scared Of?. From this topic, authors have written short plays that, translated 
into Catalan, will be presented to the public in the form of staged readings.

Short plays by Jean-Denis Beaudoin (Quebec), Clàudia Cedó (Catalonia), Penda Diouf (France), Marie 
Kajava (Finland), David Košťák (Czech Republic), Claire Lapeyre Mazérat (France), Ivor Martinić 
(Croatia), Pier Lorenzo Pisano (Italy), Charley Miles (England), Julio Provencio (Spain), Gabriel 
Sandu (Romania), Magdalena Schrefel (Austria) and Pablo Sigal (Argentina).

Directed by: Pau Carrió
Assistant director: Bernat Pons
 
With Roser Batalla, Ettore Colombo, Manel Dueso, Blanca García Lladó, Ignasi Guasch, 
Georgina Latre, Gal·la Sabaté, Annabel Totusaus and Pau Zabaleta

Monday, 9th July
6.00 pm
 - Mascle 67, by Charley Miles (England). Translated by Marc Rosich.
 - Cerfull, by Penda Diouf (France). Translated by Albert Arribas.
 - Hebe, by Julio Provencio (Spain).

Tuesday, 10th July
6.00 pm
 - La vida, la por, by Magdalena Schrefel  (Austria). Translated by Maria Bosom.
 - Despulla’m, by Marie Kajava (Finland). Translated by Marc Rosich.
 - Semideus, by Pier Lorenzo Pisano (Italy). Translated by Carlota Subirós.

Wednesday, 11th July
6.00 pm 
 - La dona ocell, by David Košťák (Czech Republic). Translated by Naila Rami Oms.
 - Los libros, by Pablo Sigal (Argentina).
 - El que és invisible, by Jean Denis Beaudoin (Quebec). Translated by Albert Arribas.
 - El cel, by Ivor Martinić (Croatia). Translated by Pau Sanchis.

Thursday, 12th July
6.00 pm 
 - Qui va cridar als feixistes by Gabriel Sandu (Romania). Translated by Miruna Dinu.
 - La llum envaeix, by Claire Lapeyre Mazerat (France). Translated by Albert Arribas.
 - Segona joventut, by Clàudia Cedó (Catalonia).

 
 

Reservations for these staged readings can be made at www.salabeckett.cat

What Are You So Scared Of?
New Short Plays
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Punys
by Pauline Peyrade
Translated and directed by Ferran Utzet
Semi-staged show
9th and 10th de July at 8 pm
Price: 5€ (Personatges de la Beckett: 3€)

Written by: Pauline Peyrade
Translated and directed by: Ferran Utzet

Cast: Marta Marco, Martina Perez Vilarasau and Marc Rius

Music: Raúl Juan
Set, lighting and video designer: Paula Miranda

Synopsis
Punys is about fighting to pull oneself back together. It tells the story of five moments during a toxic relationship, 
from first meeting to final breaking point, told from the viewpoint of a woman in shock who is trying to make 
sense of what she has lived through. It’s the story of five actions with radical biases that bring loss to the 
surface. Exhausting oneself in order to be awoken, destroying oneself in order to be rebuilt, travelling far away 
in order to be closer to oneself; every experience explores a borderline state to reveal the relentless force of 
refusal and resistance that we each carry: eyes that never look downwards, fists firmly clenched in the dark.

On Monday 9 July there will be a talk after the performance with the artistic team of Punys
On Monday 9 July, after the performance of the semi-staged show Punys, its playwright, the French-born 
Pauline Peyrade, will talk to the play’s director and translator Ferran Utzet and members of the cast.

This semi-staged show is carried out in the context of the Fabulamundi. Playwriting Europe project.
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Temps de sega
by Anna Wakulik
Translated by Xavier Farré
Semi-staged show
19th and 20th July at 7 pm
Price: 5€ (Personatges de la Beckett: 3€)

Written by: Anna Wakulik
Translated by: Xavier Farré
Directed by: Thomas Sauerteig

Cast: Eric Balbàs, Francesc Garrido and Roser Tapias

Synopsis
Anchored by a recurring date –15 August, the feast of the assumption of the Virgin Mary– but jumping around 
in time and hopping between Warsaw and London, Temps de sega [A Time to Reap] neatly captures a Poland 
in the midst of huge cultural and social changes.
For Marysia, a young woman growing up in Poland, the church’s influence spreads into every aspect of her 
life –even controlling her own body. Abortion is almost impossible to access, so when 17-year-old Marysia 
becomes pregnant by a priest at a Catholic summer camp, she seeks the help of Jan, a gynaecologist who has 
grown rich performing illegal operations. Marysia knows Jan from the small village where she grew up, and as 
a child she played with his son, Piotr, who is currently living in London.
A few years later, the 25 -year-old Marysia is pregnant again: the child seems to be Piotr’s. What should the 
characters do? How is this pregnancy problem going to affect the father-and-son relationship and Marysia 
and Jan’s? What will Piotr, a student of the London School of Economics, do? Will they be able to somehow 
live together again? Or maybe there are situations in life when the breaking up is the only solution? Are we 
responsible only for ourselves? When our freedom ends? And how today’s freedom of moving around the 
planet changes our relationships?
A drama about religion, morality and the search for the roots of our identity.

On Thursday 19 July there will be a talk after the performance with the artistic team of Temps 
de sega
On Thursday 19 July, after the performance of the semi-staged show Temps de sega, its playwright, the Pole   
Anna Wakulik,  will talk to the play’s director Thomas Sauerteig and members of the cast.
This semi-staged show is carried out in the context of the Fabulamundi. Playwriting Europe project.



Speakers’ corner at the Obrador d’estiu
People always write better out loud!

Like a Barcelona version of Hyde Park, this year’s Obrador d’estiu includes once more its own 
Speakers’ Corner, for anyone who wants to make their texts or dramatic scenes public and share 
them with the other participants.

In an informal atmosphere, without any pressure of the “what will people say?” kind, during an 
afternoon the Obrador d’estiu offers a space to all participants (teachers and students alike) where 
they can read texts and scenes of their own creation, short dialogues and test pieces, while knowing 
that they can count on the complicity of those who will be listening.

The texts should have a maximum duration of 10 minutes and to read them you will only have a 
chair, a lectern and a micro. That’s all! We encourage you to do the reading yourselves, although 
if you decide to resort to actor or actress friends we won’t say no, as long as you maintain these 
minimal technical conditions. The language used in the reading is absolutely free and there will be 
no simultaneous translation.

Go on, dare to share with other playwrights, novices and/or professionals like yourselves the texts 
and scenes you have stashed away in the drawer or that have just occurred to you in the last few days.

Give us a taste of that work you are writing and that you are not sure completely works!

Show us that short play that you believe is an absolute corker!

Times: Friday 13th and Wednesday 18th July at 6.00 pm
Place: El Menjador de la Beckett

 
Remember that people always write better out loud!
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Meeting

The European project Fabulamundi has designed and will run a structured mobility program which will be a 
unique occasion for the 80 playwrights participating in the project to live an international mobility and attend 
professionals training and peer to peer learning activities, together with a selected group of EU playwrights, as 
well as organizations and stakeholders relevant at national and international level.

The main objectives of the MobPro are to stimulate and raise awareness through open discussions on the 
role and position of playwrights in contemporary society, with specific reference to the “Beyond Borders?” 
theme, and to provide playwrights with new insights, capabilities and opportunities in terms of international 
exchanges and self-positioning within the European context.

Sessions –moderated by expert trainers and facilitators Cristina Da Milano and François Matarasso– will be 
articulated in 3 days.

Participants: Muhammet Ali Bas (Austria), Lancelot Hamelin (France), Ferran Joanmiquel 
(Catalonia), Dana Lukasinska (Poland), Mihaela Michailov (Romania), Roberto Scarpetti (Italy), 
Katharina Schlender (Germany), Jelena Schulte (Germany), Roman Sikora (Czech Republic) and 
Sandra Szwarc (Poland).

Coordinated by: Cristina Da Milano and François Matarasso

MobPro (Mobility program)
A Professional Meeting for International Playwrights
18th, 19th and 20th July

With the support of: 
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Born in 1990, the son of Turkish parents, Muhammet Ali Bas studied German, History and Language Arts in 
Vienna. While still a student he worked as a youth worker and in cultural education.
In 2010 he was the winner of the first German-Muslim Poetry Slam in Berlin. This was followed by numerous 
appearances in Germany and Austria. In 2013 he founded the migration archive Vielfaltenarchiv (“Archive of 
Diversity”) in Vorarlberg. He subsequently wrote the exhibition texts for the exhibition Arbeyter (“Workers”), 
that was presented as part of Emsiana 2013. He has also performed Cok güzel ya at Emsiana 2016 – together 
with the graffiti artist Calimaat.
In 2015 & 2016 he was a participant in ORF Vorarlberg’s Texte & Töne Festival. He has created Hängebrücke 
and Es sei so… as collaborations with the composer Murat Üstün.
In 2016 his play NARration was staged in a working production during the Festival Der Blick des Anderen 
(“Another View”) at Salon5. A second play, Der Kalif wird uns die Stirne küssen (“The Caliph Will Kiss Our 
Foreheads”), was given a staged presentation in 2017 as part of the Stückefest at Landestheater St. Pölten.
Muhammet Ali Bas is a member of Literatur Vorarlberg.

Muhammet Ali Bas (Austria)

Authors participating in MobPro

Lancelot Hamelin (France)

Lancelot Hamelin is an author (novels, essays and plays). He lives and works in Paris. His plays are published 
by Théâtre Ouvert (Alta Villa, 2007), Quartett and Espace 34.
In 2007, French director Mathieu Bauer-Sentimental Bourreau directed Alta Villa at Theatre Ouvert; later, 
in 2010, the Comédie-Française presented A prologue for The Madness of Heracles… directed by Christophe 
Perton at Theatre Le Vieux Colombier.
In 2017, Alta Villa, translated into English by Christopher Campbell, was presented at Traverse Theatre, 
Edinburgh, and then published by Oberon Books Ltd.
Hamelin’s novels, Le Couvre-feu d’octobre (2012) and À la crête des vagues (2016), are published by Editions 
Gallimard.
In October 2012, as a journalist, Hamelin covered the American presidential elections in Miami and New 
Orleans for the French weekly magazine Les Inrockuptibles.
Since 2012, he collects people’s dreams and nightmares: from New Orleans to Rome, with stops by French 
cities such as Nanterre, Paris, Lyons, Valence, Calais… In April 2017, Les Inrockuptibles published a reportage 
about people’s dreams during the French electoral period.
Lancelot Hamelin is a writer in residence at Théâtre Nanterre-Amandiers, directed by Philippe Quesne, and he 
is now pensionnaire (resident) of the prestigious Villa Medicis, Academy of France in Rome.
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He trained as an actor at the El Galliner theatre training centre in Girona, and in contemporary dance at the 
Area and La Caldera centres in Barcelona. 
He trained in playwriting at different courses at the Casa de Cultura in Girona and at the Obrador de la Sala 
Beckett, with teachers such as Jordi Prat, Michel-Marc Bouchard, José Sanchis Sinistierra, Paco Zarzoso and 
Simon Stephens. As a playwright, he has won three prizes: the 11th Boira de Vic Prize for Riu Gener (2008); the 
Josep Ametller Prize for theatrical texts (45th Recvll de Blanes Prizes 2009) for Dinou; and the 7th Joaquim M. 
Bartrina de Reus Theatre Prize (2009) for Blau. He is also the author of Satori Park (2010), Apareguda (2011), 
Desitjar viure en un país sense vent (2012), Vidres als ulls (2013), La nit dels ganivets roents (2014), La filla 
de Chagal (2015) and El rey del Gurugú (2016).
He studied education in the 3rd Postgraduate Course in Theatre and Education at the Theatre Institute of Vic 
and has extensive experience as a teacher of drama in different educational and sociocultural spheres. He is 
currently working with youth groups and immigrants.

Ferran Joanmiquel (Catalonia)

Dana Łukasińska (Poland)

Dana Łukasińska is a playwright, dramaturge, and series screenwriter. She is the author of the following plays 
and radio plays: Agata szuka pracy (Agata Wants a Job), Bazuka, Lena. Eine charmante Frau (Lena. A 
Charming Lady), Strøkne Ann, Hibakusha, Hannah Arendt mnie nie kocha (Hannah Arendt Doesn’t Love 
Me), Antyhona, Shakespeare, Uchodźcy. Śledźctwo (Refugees. An Inquiry) and Sekcja (Post-mortem).
As a dramaturge, she has collaborated with Teatr Polski, Poznań (Ich czworo. Obyczaje dzikich [The Four. 
The Ways of the Wild Ones]), Teatr Dramatyczny, Białystok (Czarnobyl. Last minute [Chernobyl. Last 
Minute], based on Svetlana Alexievitch’s Chernobyl Prayer/Voices from Chernobyl; Glany na glanc, based 
on David Gow’s play Cherry Docs; Spragniony (Thirsty); Shakespeare), Teatr im. C. K. Norwida, Jelenia Góra 
(Samobójca [Suicide] based on Nikolay Erdman’s The Suicide) and Teatr im. J. Osterwy, Lublin (Platonov, 
based on Anton Chekhov’s play).
She is also the co-writer of the young adult novel Oro (Marginesy Publishing) and the script for Narko, a comic 
book about psychoactive substances (Krytyka Polityczna Publishing).



Mihaela Michailov is a playwright and a performing arts critic.
She is very much interested in creating political plays focused on the causes of various social inequalities 
and on vulnerable issues such as Romanian state abuses regarding non-represented categories, the agressive 
transformations in post-socialist times, oppressive hierarchies and discriminations.
She is also very much concerned in debating themes related to the educational system: the violence in school, 
the rights of kids, the relation between teachers, students and parents. Since 2012 she has been working with 
the director Radu Apostol at various projects of educational theatre.
Her play Google my Country!, directed by Alexandra Badea, premiered at Teatrul Foarte Mic in 2010 and 
toured in several theatres and festivals in France. 
Mihaela Michailov is experienced in documentary theatre. Her play Heated Heads (2010) dramatises the so-
called “Mineriad”, an episode of State repression on June 13-15, 1990 in which large groups of miners were 
carted to Bucharest in order to break up a peaceful demonstration against a government dominated by ex-
comunist leaders. As a follow-up to Heated Heads, Mihaela Michailov wrote Under Ground (2011) – about the 
condition of the miners in post-socialist Romania.
In 2011 her play Bad Kids was presented in Bucharest. The play was then performed in Munich and Berlin 
(Germany) and in Nancy (France).

Mihaela Michailov (Romania)
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Resident playwright at Teatro di Roma directed by Antonio Calbi, where he has had most of his plays produced, 
Roberto Scarpetti (Rome, 1970) graduated in Screenwriting at Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia and in 
Political Sciences at Università degli Studi di Roma La Sapienza. In 2011 he won the Special Mention Franco 
Quadri at Premio Riccione, with the play Viva l’Italia – Le morti di Fausto e Iaio. With it, he also won the prize
In 2014 he wrote Roma/est for the collective play Ritratto di una capitale. In 2017 he was the dramaturg of the 
collective play Ritratto di una nazione, l’Italia al lavoro.
In 2016 he wrote Prima della bomba, working together with César Brie. Also in 2016 he wrote and directed 28 
battiti, which was staged in Lisbon in 2017. He wrote the collective play La flamme qui brûle les mots essentiels 
during a residence time at Theatre de la Ville in Paris, during the festival Chantiers d’Europe.
In 2011, he co-wrote Summer Games, a feature film directed by Rolando Colla, that premiered at the “68th 
International Venice Film Festival” – Official Selection. In 2016 he wrote Magic Island, a documentary directed 
by Marco Amenta and nominated as best documentary at David di Donatello 2017 Awards. In 2017 he wrote 
the screenplay Dove non ho mai abitato, a movie directed by Paolo Franchi.

Roberto Scarpetti (Italy)
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Katharina Schlender, born 1977 in Neubrandenburg, graduated from the Berlin Universität der Künste (UdK) 
in 2000. She lives in Berlin and works as a freelance author and project initiator. She writes plays for children’s 
and youth theatre as well as for adult audiences. Audio plays and screenplays are also among her works.
She was the initiator and organizer of the interactive writing project PLUNDERN Alte Dinge – Neue Geschichten. 
She directed the play steinrot&moosblau by Gerd Knappe, and was founding member of the BattleAutoren 
group, hosts of Berlin’s first fully independent drama meeting DramaTischTage –a festival for playwrights 
exploring contemporary drama. She has received several awards for her plays, including the author’s prize of 
the Heidelberg Stückemarkt for Wermut, the Baden-Württemberg Youth Drama Prize for Renatenente and 
Plumpsack, and the Kleist Prize for Young Dramatists for Trutz.
She is currently working on the text MENSCHER, a piece of circus.

Katharina Schlender (Germany)

Anne Jelena Schulte was born in Berlin, where she now lives. She studied dramatic writing at the UdK Berlin. 
She often works on commission, writing plays on subjects chosen jointly with the theatre. Her most important 
works in recent years have been The Hofmeister/Give Me Your Love (a street-drama series for the Maxim 
Gorki Theatre Berlin, directed by Peter Kastenmüller) in 2011, and Worringer Schlachten (Schauspielhaus 
Düsseldorf, directed by Nurkan Erpulat) and Sofja (a play about Russian mathematician Sofja Kowalewskaja, 
Deutsches Theater Göttingen, directed by Antje Thoms) in 2013. She has written two plays for Deutsches 
Theater Berlin: 2014’s Zur Not Ne Stulle Weniger (working class stories from Prenzlauer Berg, directed 
by Antje Thoms) and Wodka-Käfer in 2015 (after Berliner Mietshaus by Irina Liebmann, directed by Brit 
Bartkowiak).
She works for the “Nachrufe” section of the Berlin newspaper Tagesspiegel, where she publishes biographies 
of unknown Berlin residents.

Anne Jelena Schulte (Germany)
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Roman Sikora (Czech Republic)

Roman Sikora is a Czech playwright and journalist who graduated from the Theatre Faculty at Janáček’s 
Academy of Performance Art (JAMU) in Brno. He had several occupations, for example, in Třinec Ironworks 
or as a night receptionist at the Municipal Theatre in Brno. As a theatre critic, he also cooperated with Literární 
noviny and Lidové noviny, Czech Radio 3 Vltava and World and Theatre Magazine. He was also the head of the 
cultural section of the online journal Deník Referendum. He currently lives in Prague and makes a living as a 
freelance playwright.
He is the author of a series of politically-cultural essays, short-forms that he describes as “dramatic nonsense” 
genres, as well as theatre plays, some of which have been featured on both domestic and foreign stages. In 1998, 
he won the second prize in the Alfred Radok Foundation Award for the Best Czech Play for his Annihiliation 
of Antigone. The play Confessions of a Masochist, which originated in the residential program at the Centre 
for Contemporary Drama organised by Theatre LETÍ, was translated into a number of foreign languages and 
staged in Poland, Switzerland, Germany, France, Brazil and Russia. In 2017, he won the first prize in the 
Talking about Borders competition, announced by the State Theatre in Nuremberg, with his play Palace by 
the Loire.
Sikora is often characterized as an angry playwright. His opposition to totalitarian tendencies of the market 
system and the ideology of prosperity and the embracement of technology builds on the bursting power of the 
words he often uses in provocative, surreal and unusual combinations. In recent plays, he often uses a specific, 
neuro-fragmented language full of repetitions, incomplete sentences and grammatical inversions.

Sandra Szwarc (Poland)

Sandra Szwarc was born in 1989 and is a graduate of the Academy of Music in Gdańsk (piano), of the Theatre 
Studies Department at the University of Gdańsk, as well as the South Baltic Academy of Independent Theatre. 
She is a two-time finalist of the Gdyńska Nagroda Dramaturgiczna (Gdynia Dramaturgical Award) for her play 
Von Bingen. Historia prawdziwa (Von Bingen. A True Story) (2015) as well as Supernova Live (2016), which 
was honored with an Alternative Dramaturgy Award. She is a recipient of the 2016 Talanton award for her 
dramaturgical debut at the Polish Radio Theatre. Von Bingen. A True Story inspired a radio play for the Polish 
Radio Theatre and won the Grand Prix at the Two Theatre’s Festival, 2016. The radio play also qualified as a 
finalist at the XX Jubilee Festival Prix Marulić in Croatia. Her newest play, Doppelganger, was the winner of 
the II Dramaturgical Competition –Strefy Kontaktu– in Wrocław, 2017.



Summer school

ICAF (International Community Arts Festival) is the largest community arts festival in the world and it takes 
place every three years in Rotterdam (Netherlands). A 5-day festival, it covers all existing art discipli nes 
(theatre, dance, music, film, visual and digital) and it welcomes artists and projects from all corners of the 
globe.

In the summer of 2016 ICAF organised its very first Summer School in Leidsche Rijn, Utre cht. For this event 
ICAF worked closely with the Sharing Arts Society (SAS) and three artists (two from Brazil and one from 
Durban, South Africa) shared their knowledge and methods with an interna tional group of participants 
(experienced professionals, beginning artists, art students and high school students from Leidsche Rijn).

This week-long activity wants to achieve a pro ductive and inspiring in-depth encounter between community 
artists. The artist-teachers we invite come to our ‘school’ with methods that have been tested in their own 
contexts and which have resulted there in powerful art with significant social impact. In our school, they get 
the opportunity to explore how their methods could be transfe rred to other places. During six days of working 
together in a carefully organized and inspiring environment and with a restric ted number of participants, 
our summer school intends to share knowledge between artists, create the possibility of joint in ternational 
projects, and to sow seeds for the next ICAF or other similar festivals.

The Summer School will be made up of 3 modules which will take place from Monday 23rd to Friday 27th July. 
Each module will have a maximum capacity of twenty participants.

Organized by: ICAF and ComuArt
Co-produced with: Grec 2018 Festival de Barcelona
With the support of: Sala Beckett/Obrador Internacional de Dramatúrgia

ICAF (International Community Arts Festival)
Summer school
From 22nd to 27th July
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What is your biggest fear, do you have one? What do our nightmares reveal of the situation of the world, 
of an environment? What is, what makes a monster today? From childhood figures to nowadays real-world 
catastrophes, let’s go and meet those creatures that make us shiver.

Fears. Writing workshop by Pauline Peyrade
10th July from 11 am to 1 pm  
Free entry

Pauline Peyrade
Pauline Peyrade is a playwright. She studied at RADA (London) and at the ENSATT (Lyon).
Her plays are (0615); Ctrl-X (directed by Cyril Teste in 2016); Bois impériaux (a recipient of the CnT’s Aide 
à la création, read at the Théâtre Ouvert, the Théâtre National de Strasbourg and the Comédie Française and 
premiered by the Das Plateau Collective in 2018), and Poings (coup de coeur of the TNS’ and the Comédie 
Française’s reading committees and presented at the Mousson d’été 2017). In 2015, she presented a “Sujet à vif” 
performance at the Avignon Festival with circus artist Justine Berthillot, with whom she founded #CiE. They also 
premiered Poings at the Préau-CDN de Vire in 2018.
She has been associate playwright at the Théâtre des Ilets-CDN de Montluçon since 2016, at the Théâtre Poche/
GVE (season 2016-17) and at the Scène du Jura – scène nationale in 2018-19. She teaches in the playwriting 
departments of the ENSATT and the École du Nord.
Her plays are published by Les Solitaires Intempestifs.
In 2014 she participated as an emerging author in the international seminar coordinated by Simon Stephens.

With the support of: 



The Obrador d’estiu on Núvol
Núvol is a digital title dedicated to culture that aspires to fill a void in the Catalan blogosphere, or Catosphere.
Núvol proposes to cover those events and cultural acts, editorial releases, exhibitions, concerts, theatrical
premieres, etc., that conventional dailies have left out due to a lack of paper or simply because they do not form
part of mainstream culture or are not the product of a major group. Núvol will be fuelled by the contributions
of many people already doing things on the net individually, through a blog or a Twitter account, whether in
newsletters or collective platforms or thematic websites. And its objective will be to draw together with certain
criteria all these efforts, which often end up scattered, in order to add to and contribute towards creating an
important critical mass. Núvol will not be limited to the Catalan cultural sphere, but it will also be alert to
what is happening abroad and will open windows to other digital publications from the outside world through
links or exchanges with other publications. Our desire is to generate a lucid discourse around what is going
on and what affects us, and to give our contents an editorial channel that contributes to the dissemination of
documents that we publish beyond the day-to-day.
This year, you will be able to find the day-to-day events of the Obrador d’estiu on the Núvol website 
www.nuvol.com, where cultural journalist Oriol Puig Taulé (@oriolpuigtaule) will record her impressions and
opinions on the 13th Obrador d’estiu event.

Obrador d’estiu party
14/07 at 9:30pm at Sala Razzmatazz
On 14th july at 09:30pm we’ll be enjoying snacks and music in Sala Razzmatazz.
(C/ Almogàvers, 122)

Fabulamundi Playwriting Europe
Beyond borders?
In the uncertainty and disorientation that affect our time, we feel more than ever the need to come back to 
the word as an organism of sense and dissent, as a creative and dubitative device, as a thinking machine and 
conscience of our days.
Fabulamundi Playwriting Europe has no fear to point its gaze on this fragmented domain, reacting to the 
dispersion of identities with a cooperation network involving theaters, festivals and cultural organizations 
from ten European countries, Italy, France, Germany, Spain, Romania, Austria, Belgium, the United Kingdom, 
Poland and the Czech Republic. A project with the strong aim of creating a system of support and promotion 
to the contemporary dramaturgy, encouraging the consolidation and strengthening of the activities and artists 
operating in the sector, offering to the playwrights horizons of spreading, of dialogue, of international exchange.
Winner of Creative Europe Call as a large-scale project for the four-year period 2017-2020, Fabulamundi now 
intends to further expand its range of action, formulating policies of active participation and methodologies 
of involvement that can tell and witness the diversity that the cultural European landscape has to guarantee. 
And with “Beyond borders?”, the main theme of this new edition, try to stimulate and animate a transversal 
reflection on the urgencies of our contemporary such as the migration emergency, the raising of new walls, the 
always variable and delicate concept of border.
It is in this perspective of diffusion and attention to the phenomena of our present that Fabulamundi 
Playwriting Europe promotes a synergistic approach aimed at publishing texts and authors of contemporary 
dramaturgy. In order to achieve a privileged look on the European geographies and give a written, material and 
real consistency to the dense, feverish anatomy of our ideas.

Fabulamundi. Playwriting Europe
 www.fabulamundi.eu
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